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Law360's Intellectual Property Editorial Advisory Board
Law360 (April 3, 2019, 11:56 AM EDT) -- Law360 is pleased to announce the formation of its 2019
Intellectual Property Editorial Advisory Board.
The purpose of the editorial advisory board is to get feedback on Law360's coverage and gain insight
from experts in the field on how best to shape future coverage.
The members of Law360's 2019 Intellectual Property Editorial Advisory Board are:

Rochelle D. Alpert, Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP
A member of Morgan Lewis’ trademark copyright advertising team, partner
Rochelle D. Alpert assists clients on protection strategies worldwide for their
trademarks, trade dress and copyrights. She also advises clients on and litigates
trademark, trade dress, copyright, unfair competition, defamation and libel
claims; advertising, sweepstakes and contest issues; and internet, social media
and e-commerce concerns.

Rachel M. Capoccia, Jeffer Mangels Butler & Mitchell LLP
Rachel M. Capoccia is a partner in Jeffer Mangels’ intellectual property litigation
and cybersecurity and privacy groups. Her practice focuses on technology-based
litigation, with an emphasis on patent litigation, copyright litigation and other
technology-related matters, as well as cybersecurity breach responses and data
privacy counseling.

Yar Chaikovsky, Paul Hastings LLP
Yar Chaikovsky is global co-chair of Paul Hastings’ IP practice, where he serves as
lead trial counsel for preeminent global technology companies, and has won jury
trials and ITC hearings in addition to obtaining several significant case dispositive
outcomes on summary judgment and summary determination. He has been
praised by numerous leading publications as one of the nation’s top patent trial
and appellate lawyers.

R. David Donoghue, Holland & Knight LLP
R. David Donoghue is an established IP trial attorney with jury trial success and a
strong track record across district courts, the Federal Circuit and the Patent Trial
and Appeal Board. He serves as Holland & Knight's national intellectual property
group leader and advises clients from major corporations to midsize businesses on
technology disputes, such as patent, trade secret, trademark, copyright and the
Computer Fraud and Abuse Act.

Lisa Ferri, Mayer Brown LLP
Lisa Ferri is co-leader of Mayer Brown’s intellectual property practice. She is a
seasoned and versatile patent litigator who has tried high-stakes cases on behalf
of life sciences companies in federal courts across the country and the ITC, as well
as before the PTAB and the Federal Circuit Court of Appeals.

Jonathan David Goins, Lewis Brisbois Bisgaard & Smith LLP
AV-peer rated by Martindale-Hubbell® for intellectual property, Jonathan Goins is
a partner with Lewis Brisbois. He litigates federal cases nationally involving
trademarks, copyrights, trade secrets and right of publicity for a wide range of
clientele, lectures on IP and is an adjunct professor at Atlanta’s John Marshall Law
School.

Amy Goldsmith, Tarter Krinsky & Drogin LLP
As co-chair of the intellectual property group, Amy B. Goldsmith partners with
clients to provide practical legal advice and connections to grow their businesses.
A strategic adviser, she guides clients in all stages of their development from idea
conception and protection, to funding, manufacturing and enforcement.

Arlene Arin Hahn, White & Case LLP
Arlene Arin Hahn is a highly recognized technology transactions partner at White
& Case. She represents clients on a variety of intellectual property and technology
matters, ranging from standalone deals to corporate transactions, in a broad
range of industries, including software, consumer products, media,
semiconductors, fashion and sports.

Mary Hallerman, McDermott Will & Emery LLP
Mary Hallerman focuses her practice on trademark, trade dress, false advertising
and copyright litigation and counseling. An emerging leader in the firm’s
respected trademark and copyright practice, Hallerman plays a significant role in
case strategy and management.

Susan L. Heller, Greenberg Traurig LLP
Susan Heller is co-managing shareholder of Greenberg Traurig’s Orange County
office, chair of the global trademark and brand management practice and co-chair
of the global women’s initiative. She represents Fortune 500 companies in betthe-brand high stakes trademark challenges, guiding clients through acquisitions,
global name changes, litigation and monetization of portfolio assets.

Paul Keller, Norton Rose Fulbright
With two decades of experience, Paul Keller's practice focuses on patent and
trade secret litigation, primarily in the autonomous vehicle (AV) and FinTech
spaces. He leads Norton Rose Fulbright’s AV team and has worked extensively
with electrical engineering technologies in cars as well as with various
components of financial systems around the world.

Joseph Loy, Kirkland & Ellis LLP
Joseph Loy is an intellectual property litigation partner at Kirkland & Ellis with
significant experience in patent, copyright, trademark and trade secret disputes
before federal courts nationwide, the PTAB, and the U.S. International Trade
Commission. He also clerked on the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of
New York.

Matthew Rizzolo, Ropes & Gray LLP
Matthew Rizzolo is a partner in the intellectual property litigation practice at
Ropes & Gray in Washington, D.C. He has significant experience litigating patent
cases in a variety of jurisdictions, including federal district courts throughout the
U.S. and in Section 337 actions before the U.S. International Trade Commission.

Christa Sanford, Baker Botts LLP
Christa Sanford is a partner and the firm-wide deputy chair of the IP department
at Baker Botts. She has an active patent practice and focuses on patent portfolio
development, patent litigation and patent licensing, particularly involving
telecommunications, blockchain, electronics, artificial intelligence,
semiconductors, software, personal mobility and other cutting-edge technologies.

Jeremy A. Tigan, Morris Nichols Arsht & Tunnell LLP
Jeremy Tigan is a partner in the intellectual property litigation group and serves
on the firm’s recruiting committee. He represents clients as lead or Delaware
counsel in litigation in the District of Delaware in a wide variety of industries, with
a particular focus on pharmaceuticals, software and networking technology. He
has served as lead counsel for Recro, Alkermes, Elan, Solenis, Netflix, Versata and
others in patent and trademark cases.
--Editing by Alyssa Miller.
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